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Brant C. Faircloth

Good afternoon! It’s great to be here, and I want to thank you all for coming to the
workshop. As ______ mentioned, my name is Brant Faircloth, and I’m a computational
biologist and evolutionary ecologist and research scientist at UCLA.
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One of the holy-grails of non-model organism genetics is to have a marker type that will
allow us to work universally across taxa - from reptiles to birds to mammals - and
universally across time - from the species level, to the population level, to the individual
level.
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And, in the past, we’ve typically tackled each of these questions separately...
- to resolve species level questions we’ve used slowly evolving markers like mtDNA and
conserved nuclear loci
- to resolve populations level questions, we’ve used moderately evolving markers like
nuclear loci and SNPs
- and to address individual level questions we’ve used rapidly evolving markers like
microsatellites...
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And, what we often find after lots of backbreaking labor is that:
- we often cannot accurately infer species-level relationships
- OR, we have trouble resolving shallow population level differences or precisely
estimating population demographic parameters
- OR, we have problems estimating individual parameters with much confidence because the markers that we have generally sample so little of the genome
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But the larger problem is that we can’t really combine data from these different sets of
markers to conduct apples-to-apples comparisons among taxa - so if you’re trying to
work across taxa, you may need
- one set of slowly evolving markers to understand relationships at the species level
- another set to collect data at the population level
- and sets of specific markers for each species you’re working with at the individual level...

What we can do...
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Technology
In 2005, things really began to change - so-called next-generation sequencers were
introduced to the world, and for the first time the sequencing constraint on our research was
basically removed and sequencing capacity has only continued to increase... (NEXT SLIDE)

The throughput of MPS

You

The Machine

8, 96-well plates per day
5 multiplex loci
7 days per week

1/2 year of your work
100X coverage
10 days

To give you an example of current capacity, if you worked in the lab for 7 days a week
generating 8, 96-well plates of 5 multiplex loci that magically always worked... the current
sequencing platforms could consume 1/2 year of your work, sequence your amplicons to
100X coverage, and do that in 10 days.

What we could do...
Human

Machine Capacity

Machine

Human Capacity

And so now, the problem was that machine capacity vastly outpaced human capacity - we
had essentially limitless capacity to collect sequence data - but that ability was hampered by
the techniques we had to actually generate the data... (NEXT SLIDE)

What want to do...
Machine Capacity
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And what we, as biologists, really wanted to do was to scale our data generation to
sequencing capacity while decreasing the human input needed to do that...

There are 4 main approaches
De-novo sequencing
RAD-seq
RNA-seq
Target capture of
conserved regions

{

Genome
reduction

And at the moment, there are roughly 4 approaches we can use to scale our output to
machine input... these include:
straight-up, de-novo genome sequencing AND current genome-reduction methods such as
RAD-seq, RNA-seq, and target-capture-based approaches.

Just sequence the genomes!
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Not limited by data.
Now, one of the things you often hear some people say is “just sequence the damn
genomes”... which basically means that you sequence the genomes, you align them where
you can, and you analyze somewhat conserved regions shared across genomes separately or
in aggregate.
And the big benefit of this approach is that you basically completely remove the limitation of
having too little data...

But, you are limited by:
• Cost (~$10,000/vertebrate)
• Genome size (no amphibians!)
• Analytical problems
- assembly
- alignment
- tree inference
But the problem is, with current technology, you are still limited by:
1) cost, which is still about $10,000 per genome - so 100 taxa will cost you about $1 million
2) genome size - so no frogs, salamanders, sharks, or lungfish;
3) analytical/computational problems including: assembly, alignment of massive (complex)
data sets, and inferring trees from these massive data sets

RNA-seq

You might also be interested in reducing the size of the genomes that you’re working with
using a technique like RNA-seq... and here, you focus on sequencing transcribed portions of
the genome across a number of taxa, then you align those conserved, transcribed regions,
and you infer relationships from those alignments.

But, you are limited by:
• Tissue issues (no museum samples!)
- proper collection/storage
- tissue-specific expression
- temporal differences in expression
• Analytical problems
- assembly
• Very sparse matrices
And this is a really great way to “reduce” the genome! But you are limited by:
1) Tissue issues - like proper collection and storage, tissue-specific expression patterns, and
temporal differences in expression
2) Analytical problems like assembly and dealing with alternative splicing,
3) Very sparse data matrices
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Finally, you might be interested in using RAD-seq or one of it’s variants to collect genomescale data. RAD-seq is a relatively easy, relative inexpensive technique for collecting
orthologous loci using restriction enzymes...

But, you are limited by:
D. yakuba
D. erecta
D. melanogaster
D. simulans
D. sechellia
D. ananassae
D. pseudo
D. persimilis
D. willistoni
D. virilis
D. mojavensis
D. grimshawi

25 - 40 Mya
Good

Cow
Horse
Dog
Orangutan
Human
Chimp
Macaque
Mouse
Rat
Guinea pig
Rabbit

100 Mya
Not so good
Rubin et al. 2012

But the biggest limitation of RAD-seq is that while it’s reasonably good for inferring the
species tree at shallow evolutionary time scales - for instance the species tree of Drosophila
- RAD-seq is unable to accurately reconstruct the species tree for deeper divergences like
you see among the placental mammals.
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So as a biologist studying the evolutionary histories of non-model organisms, what
many of us remain interested in is a suite of genetic markers that are:
-

universal across taxonomic groups
informative at different times
abundant throughout the genome
efficient to collect
useful with available tissues

Target Capture Approaches

Faircloth et al. 2012
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And one of the best ways to collect these sorts of data are using so-called “sequencecapture” approaches, like you may have seen in these and other manuscripts.

Outline
1. Discovering an abundant, universal genetic marker
2. Collecting data from the marker
3. Addressing long-standing evolutionary questions
4. Addressing population-level questions
5. Addressing individual-level questions (pilot data)

So for the rest of my talk I’m going to focus on sequence capture of conserved genomic
elements - because in my mind, these approaches best accomplish the goals of efficiently
collecting genome-scale data across large groups of non-model taxa at different timescales using available tissue types.
... first, I’m going to tell you how we discovered an abundant, universal genetic marker;
how we created an approach to collect data from the marker, and how we are using that
approach to address:
- long-standing evolutionary questions
- shallower population level questions
- and questions at the individual level.

Part 1. Finding an abundant, universal
genetic marker

2001

2002

2004

Now, as we started to have access to more and more genome sequences, an interesting thing
was starting to happen - researchers began to analyze the avaialable genomic data in a
comparative framework....
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Ultraconserved Elements in the
Human Genome
Gill Bejerano,1* Michael Pheasant,3 Igor Makunin,3
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There are 481 segments longer than 200 base pairs (bp) that are absolutely
conserved (100% identity with no insertions or deletions) between orthologous
regions of the human, rat, and mouse genomes. Nearly all of these segments
are also conserved in the chicken and dog genomes, with an average of 95 and
99% identity, respectively. Many are also significantly conserved in fish. These
ultraconserved elements of the human genome are most often located either
overlapping exons in genes involved in RNA processing or in introns or nearby
genes involved in the regulation of transcription and development. Along with
more than 5000 sequences of over 100 bp that are absolutely conserved among
the three sequenced mammals, these represent a class of genetic elements
whose functions and evolutionary origins are yet to be determined, but which
are more highly conserved between these species than are proteins and appear
to be essential for the ontogeny of mammals and other vertebrates.
Although only about 1.2% of the human
genome appears to code for proteins (1–3),
it has been estimated that as much as 5% is
more conserved than would be expected
from neutral evolution since the split with
rodents, and hence may be under negative
or “purifying” selection (4–6). Several
studies have found specific noncoding segments in the human genome that appear to
be under selection, using a threshold for
conservation of 70 or 80% identity with the
mouse over more than 100 base pairs (bp)
(7–13). A study of these elements on human chromosome 21 found that those that
were very highly conserved in multiple species contained significant numbers of noncoding elements (13). Similar results were
found when comparing the human, mouse,
and rat genomes (14, 15) in a study of the
1.8 –megabase (Mb) CFTR region (16, 17)
and in a functional study of the SIM2 locus
in a number of mammalian species (18).
We determined the longest segments of
the human genome that are maximally con-

served with orthologous segments in rodents:
those showing 100% identity and with no
insertions or deletions in their alignment with
the mouse and rat. Exclusive of ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) regions, there are 481 such
segments longer than 200 bp that we call
ultraconserved elements (table S1). They are
widely distributed in the genome (on all chromosomes except chromosomes 21 and Y) and
are often found in clusters (Fig. 1). The probability is less than 10!22 of finding even one
such element in 2.9 billion bases under a
simple model of neutral evolution with independent substitutions at each site, using the
slowest neutral substitution rate that is observed for any 1-Mb region of the genome
(supporting text, section S1). Nearly all of
these elements also exhibit extremely high
levels of conservation with orthologous regions in the chicken genome [467 out of 481
(467/481) " 97% of the elements aligning at
an average of 95.7% identity, 29 at 100%
identity] and about two-thirds of them with
the fugu genome as well (324/481 " 67.3%
of the elements aligning at an average of
76.8% identity), despite the fact that only
about 4% of the human genome can be reliably aligned to the chicken genome (at an
average of 62.9% identity where an alignment is found), and less than 1.8% of the
human genome aligns to fugu (at an average
of 60% identity). In addition, nearly all exhibit extremely high levels of conservation
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with the dog genome, which was estimated
using reads from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) trace archive (477/481 " 99.2% of the elements
aligning at an average of 99.2% identity).Thus, it appears that nearly all of these
ultraconserved elements may have been under extreme negative selection in many species for more than 300 million years, and
some of them for at least 400 million years.
As expected, the ultraconserved elements
exhibit almost no natural variation in the
human population. Only 6 out of 106,767
bases examined in the ultraconserved elements (excluding the first and last 20 bases in
each element) are at validated singlenucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in NCBI’s
SNP database (dbSNP) (table S2a). For this
much DNA, we would have expected 119
validated sites, so validated SNPs are underrepresented by 20-fold (P # 10!42). The 48
unvalidated SNPs we found revealed many
likely errors in the unvalidated portion of
dbSNP (table S2b). These same 106,767
bases exhibit very few differences with the
chimp genome as well, showing only 38
single base changes where the chimp base has
a Phred quality score at least 45, whereas the
expected number would be 716 (roughly a
19-fold reduction, P # 10!200; supporting
text, section S2). This low level of variation
within the human population and in comparison
with the chimp suggests that these elements are
currently changing at a rate that is roughly 20
times slower than the average for the genome.
Only 4.3% of the bases are different in the
chicken, which is also consistent with a roughly
20-fold reduction from neutral substitution rates
(supporting text, section S2).
Of the 481 ultraconserved elements, 111
overlap the mRNA of a known human
protein-coding gene [including the untranslated regions (UTRs)], 256 show no evidence
of transcription from any matching expressed
sequence tag (EST) or mRNA from any species, and for the remaining 114 the evidence
for transcription is inconclusive. We call
these partly exonic (or exonic for short), nonexonic, and possibly exonic ultraconserved
elements, respectively. A hundred nonexonic elements are located in introns of
known genes and the rest are intergenic.
The non-exonic elements, both intronic and
intergenic, tend to congregate in clusters
near transcription factors and developmental genes, whereas the exonic and possibly
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Specifically, what a group led by Gill Bejerano did, was to take the genome sequences
available at the time and align them to each other to look for synteny or highly conserved
regions shared across organismal genome sequences.

Ultraconserved elements (UCEs)
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Conserved
481 segments
200 bp long
100% conservation
Low paralogy

And, when they did that, they identified about 500 segments of 200 base pairs long that
were very highly conserved across across humans, rats, and mice. And there was a lots of
discussion about
- what these regions did
- how they worked
- whether they were coding, non-coding, control regions, etc.

Could UCEs be universal markers?
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But what we wondered was, could these ultraconserved elements be the basis of a universal
genetic marker... and our general thinking was that the UCE core would be an relatively
easy genomic target to grab - because of it’s extreme conservation.
But we also wondered whether the constraints that limited variation in the core dissipated as
you move from the center of the core region into the flanking sequence - providing
variation that is increasingly useful at shallower and shallower levels as you move away
from the core and into the flanking sequence.
And if that were the case, UCE core regions might inform deep, species-level questions
where you need lots of sequence conservation, and UCE flanks might inform shallower,
population-level questions where you need more variability among individuals.

Questions
1. Are UCEs present in birds and reptiles?

flickr @somenametoforget

flickr @zane.hollingsworth

2. Are UCEs conserved across amniotes?

flickr @somenametoforget

flickr @zane.hollingsworth

And so 3 of the initial questions that we had were:
- Are UCEs present in birds and reptiles?
- Are these same UCEs well-conserved across amniotes?
(NEXT SLIDE NOW)

Questions
3. Do UCEs record evolutionary history?

And,
- Do UCEs record evolutionary history?

1. Are UCEs present in birds and
reptiles?

Genome-Genome Alignment
Wrote code to align and inspect alignments for high
synteny
So what I did was to write a fair amount of computer code to align and inspect alignments of
the chicken, zebra finch, and anolis genomes...

1. UCEs are present in birds and
reptiles

Conserved

Conserved
5,599 UCEs
≥ 60 bp long
98-100% conservation

And when I did that, i found about 5600 highly conserved loci shared among chicken,
zebra-finch, and anolis, these regions were 60 bp long or longer, and these UCEs exhibited
from 98 to 100% conservation.
And so I had found that UCEs were present in birds in reptiles. But the next question was,
are these same UCEs shared throughout the genomes of other amniotes?

2. UCEs are present across
amniotes
Loc 1

Loc 2

Loc 3 Loc 4

Loc 5,599

Human
Chimp
Tarsier
Rat
Horse
Cow
Hedgehog
Elephant
Opossum
Platypus

Missing

Missing
Missing
Missing

Wrote code to align 5,599 loci to 28 genomes
~90-95% (!!) were conserved across all taxa
So, I took the 5,000 loci I discovered and i wrote some more computer code to align them
to the genome-enabled taxa available at the time... and I found that roughly 90% of these
UCE loci were conserved in each genome, answering the 2nd question of whether UCE loci
were widely shared across amniotes.
So our final question was do these loci encode evolutionary history?

3. Do UCEs encode evolutionary
history?
Loc 1
Loc 2
Loc 3
... Loc 2,500

Gene tree

Gene tree

Gene tree

Gene tree

Species tree

Sliced subset of 2,500 UCE loci from genomes
Aligned reads by locus
Created a massively parallel gene-tree species-tree approach
We predicted that by nature of their common presence across amniotes that suggested a
shared evolutionary history, UCE loci and their flanks should reconstruct the known
relationships among mammals...
So I wrote some more computer code to slice a subset of 2500 UCE loci from all of the
available mammal genome sequences and align the DNA from thousands of UCE loci
together.
And because we had so many loci, we wanted to apply relatively new gene-tree methods
to reconstruct the mammal species tree... So, we wrote some more computer code to run
gene-tree species-trees analyses in parallel across the massive set of data...

3. UCEs encode evolutionary history

McCormack*, Faircloth*, et al. 2012. Genome Research
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and what we found was that UCE data faithfully reconstructed the accepted relationships
among placental mammals.
The species tree approach and number of loci also provided additional resolution to some
historically difficult nodes in the mammal tree - like the evolutionary relationship
between bats, dogs, and horses.

Part 2. Can we collect UCE data?

So now what I knew was that computational analyses suggested UCEs might be an
incredibly abundant and incredibly powerful genetic marker, and what we really needed to
know next was whether or not we could collect real UCE data from the DNA of real
organisms and how to do that efficiently...

At scale, PCR isn’t efficient
?
?
5,000 loci x 100 taxa = 50,000 amplifications = 520 plates
(33 days @ 16 plates/day)

Not acceptable

Now, what I knew was that PCR wasn’t going to be efficient.
assuming I could even design a system to PCR amplify UCE loci... in order to collect data
from 5,000 loci from just 100 taxa we’d need 50,000 individual amplifications which is about
520 plates of PCR, and no one wants to run 520 plates of PCR...

UCE loci are “inverted”
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The other problem is that UCE loci are inverted relative to the normal types of data that
we target with PCR - the conserved part was in the middle and the ends were variable... (go
next now)

UCE loci are “inverted”
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And what we really needed was a way to go in and grab the center of a UCE locus and bring
the flanking sequence along for a ride...
(HALF WAY)
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Sequence capture

“Capture” many small or few large genomic regions

Right about the time we were thinking about how to collect these data - we got lucky - a
really powerful and highly selective approach became available. It’s known as sequence
capture or target enrichment.
and the way that it works is that you design oligonucleotide baits that are identical in
sequence to your target regions, you combine baits with your DNA, and you basically use
the baits to fish out the regions that you want and you throw away the ones you don’t
want....

The good of seqcap
Capture-based
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MySelect 200k
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Oligos

PCR

And, the beauty of the sequence capture approach is that it’s incredibly scaleable - in about
a two weeks worth of work, you can enrich 10,000 to 200,000 loci from 96 individuals
and have those ready for sequencing.

The bad of seqcap
How to design probes?
How many probes per UCE?
Can we dilute probes?
Can we enrich >1 sample at once?
How to prepare DNA libraries to catch flanks?
What sequencing depth?

The problem with seqcap at the time was that I had no idea how to design probes, how many
probes I needed to capture each UCE, whether or not we can dilute probes, whether or not we
can enrich >1 sample in multiplex, or how to prepare our sequencing libraries so that we
could capture the core UCE region but also capture a lot of flanking DNA.
So, I spent about about a month writing computer code to try and answer some of these
questions, but the bottom line was that we basically made an educated guess about many
of the answers, I designed my probe set, and we ordered the capture probes.

Do UCEs recover ancient bird
divergences?
Pitta
Cormorant
Mousebird
Barbet

{

Goose
Chicken

{ Galloanserae

Tinamou
Emu

{

Ostrich

Neoaves

Paleognathae

Enrich probes targeting 2,560 loci (46% of the total)
While the probes were on order, we had to think of an experiment that would validate that
the approach worked - and there were lots of choices...
...but we settled on enriching the same 2,500 loci we had used to build the mammal tree
from bird species representing the three well-known ancient bird lineages - with the
expectation that UCE loci would accurately resolve the known relationships among the
groups.

Add probes to DNA

DNA

+

Probes

And, so when the probes arrived, we prepped DNA libraries for my taxa of interest and
combined those with the set of oligonucleotide baits that I designed...

Bind probes to DNA by
incubation
Probe(s) bound to DNA

DNA

... we hybridized the baits to the DNA of interest by cooking them in a thermal cycler for
about a day...

Wash non-target DNA away

Loc1

Loc2

Loc3

Loc4 Loc5 Loc6

DNA

we washed away the DNA that we didn’t want...

Loc7

Sequence and assemble
Raw reads

Loc1
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...

Loc 2,500

Targeted loci

Then, we sequenced the DNA that we did want on an illumina sequencer, I assembled
the resulting DNA reads into contigs, and I wrote some more computer code to separate
the target UCE loci from other non-target loci that had made it through the process.

Do UCEs recover ancient bird
divergences?
Loc 1

Gene tree

Loc 2

Gene tree

Loc 3

Gene tree

...

Loc 2,500

Gene tree

Species tree

Aligned reads by locus
Used same parallel gene-tree species-tree approach
Then I aligned the UCE contigs that I sequenced and used the same gene-tree approach
from before to infer the species tree for the ancient bird lineages.

UCEs recover ancient bird
divergences
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Complete
matrix

854
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(avg. 412 bp)
~ 350,000
Paleognathae characters

A concatenated Bayesian analysis
provided identical results
Faircloth, McCormack, et al. 2012. Systematic Biology

And what I ended up with was a complete data matrix containing 854 UCE loci and 350,000
characters and a tree that recovered the expected relationships among the lineages with
complete support across a variety of analytical methods.

Part 3. Can UCEs answer fundamental,
unsolved, deep evolutionary questions?

So what I’ve shown you up to this point is that UCEs are a universal genetic marker, that
UCEs encode evolutionary history, and that we can capture and use UCE data to infer
evolutionary history.
So, our next question was - can we use the humongous number of UCE loci that we can
capture and the huge data sets we can construct to address some fundamental,
unsolved, very deep evolutionary questions...
and we wanted to start with turtles because...

Turtles are super weird

turtles are super weird. And, from an evolutionary standpoint, one of the things that we
really don’t know is...

What the hell are turtles?
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Turtles
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Lepidosaurs

...just what the hell *are* turtles? Meaning - are turtles more closely related to birds and
crocs (the archosaurs) or are turtles more related to snakes and lizards (the lepidosaurs)?

Snakes
Lizards

We don’t really know
what turtles are

Tuatara

(morphological data)

Turtlesb

Turtlesa
Crocodilians
Birds
Mammals
b) mtDNA and nucDNA
Snakes
Lizards

Turtles are archosaurs
(mtDNA and nDNA data)

Tuatara
Turtles
Crocodilians
Birds
Mammals
Snakes
Lizards

Turtles are lepidosaurs
(miRNA data)

Turtles
Crocodilians
Birds
Mammals

Now, there’s been a really long and somewhat unsettled history of studying the origins
of turtles and the basic results of those studies are:
- morphological data suggest we don’t know whether turtles are sister to lizards and snakes
or sister to crocs and birds
- nuclear and mitochondrial data suggest turtles are sister to crocs and birds
- and a recent and highly publicized genomic study used microRNA data to suggest that
turtles are allied with the lizards and snakes
so the bottom line is that the evolutionary origin of turtles is really confusing...

Can UCEs solve the turtle problem?
They’re abundant
They sample the genome broadly
UCE approach collects lots of data (200X)
Enriched 2,500 loci
Generated a complete matrix of
1,145 loci (465 Kbp)
Analyzed the data using concatenated
(Bayesian) and gene-tree species-tree analyses
And, so we wondered if we can use UCEs to help address the turtle problem - we know
UCEs are a very abundant source of genetic data, we know they sample the genome
broadly, and we know that they allow us to collect massive amounts of data - on the order
of 200 times the amount of data collected by previous studies.
So, we prepped libraries from turtles, snakes, tuataras, crocs, and birds and enriched the
very same subset of 2,500 UCE loci that we used to reconstruct deep lineages among birds.
And after sequencing, I generated a complete matrix of 1,145 UCE loci totaling about
465,000 base pairs, and we analyzed the resulting alignments using concatenated and
gene-tree species-tree analyses...

UCEs help solve the turtle problem
PP/Bootstrap

b) mtDNA and nucDNA
Snakes

=

Lizards
Tuatara
Turtles
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Birds
Mammals

Turtles are sister to
archosaurs
(not lepidosaurs)
Crawford et al. 2012. Biol Letters

And what we found was that the UCE data recovered the phylogeny of all of the target
taxa with high support across different analytical approaches, and very strongly suggested
that turtles were more closely related to crocs and birds, rejecting the hypothesized
relationship between turtles, lizards, and snakes.

Fish are also super confusing

flickr @eirikm via wtfevolution.tumblr.com

Now, another thing i want to point out is that fish are also super-confusing...

What are the early diverging
teleosts?
clupeomorphs
anchovies and herrings

osteoglossomorphs

protacanthopterygians

bony-tongues, arowanas, elephant fishes

salmon, pike, char

ostariophysans
minnows, characins, catfishes, and electric eels

elopomorphs
tarpons, bonefishes, and eels

euteleosts
(most fish)

And by that I mean that one of the important things we don’t know about fish is how the
ancient teleost lineages diverged - so we don’t know who came first - was it the
osteoglossomorphs, the clupeomorphs, the protacanthopterygians, the elopomorphs, or the
ostariophysans...

Patterson and Rosen 1977, Arratia 2001

osteoglossomorphs
elopomorphs
ostariophysans
clupeomorphs
protacanthopterygians
euteleosts

We don’t know how fish
lineages diverged

osteoglossomorphs
came first

elopomorphs
came first

Inoue et al. 2003
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protacanthopterygians

Near et al. 2013

And much like the situation with the turtles
- some studies say we don’t know how fish lineages evolved
- other studies say that the osteoglossomorphs came first
- and a very new study suggests elopomorphs came first

elopomorphs
osteoglossomorphs
clupeomorphs
ostariophysans
protacanthopterygians

Can UCEs solve the fish problem?
They’re abundant
They sample the genome broadly
UCE approach collects huge amounts of data
Enriched 500 loci using fish-specific probes
Generated a incomplete matrix of
491 loci (150 Kbp)
Analyzed the data using concatenated
(Bayesian & ML) and gene-tree species-tree
analyses
And, so again I wondered if we can use UCEs to help address the fish problem - as
before, we know UCEs are a very abundant source of genetic data, we know they sample the
genome broadly, and we know they they allow us to collect massive amounts of data.
So, I created a UCE probe set specific to fish, and I enriched about 500 UCE loci from a
number of fish lineages. And after sequencing, I generated an incomplete matrix of 491
UCE loci totaling about 150,000 base pairs, and I analyzed all of the alignments using
concatenated and gene-tree species-tree analyses...

UCEs resolve the fish problem
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And what I found was that the UCE data recovered the phylogeny of the fishes with high
support across different analytical approaches, and very strongly suggested that the
elopomorphs were the earliest diverging teleost lineage - supporting the recent findings
from Tom Near’s group.

Part 4. Can UCEs answer questions at
the population level?

So what I’ve shown you up to this point illustrated that UCEs are a universal genetic
marker, that UCEs encode evolutionary history, that we can capture UCE data, and that
we can use UCE data to answer important, deep-time evolutionary questions.

Are UCE loci variable
at population levels?
knalF

UCE
core

Time

Time

Individual
level

Population
level

Flank

Species
level

Population
level

Individual
level

And if you remember this figure from before... what I’ve talked about is basically using the
evolutionary history that’s encoded around the core of the UCE region to answer
questions at a very deep time level.
The next question that we had was “what happens when you start to move away from the
core conserved region”? Are the flanking sequences sufficiently variable to tell us
something about the evolutionary history of populations?
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And I had pretty good reason to believe that the flanks were variable at the population
level...
when I was originally searching for UCE loci across taxa, I took a look at variation in and
around human UCE loci using data from the 1000 genomes project which is a large-scale
human genome re-sequencing project.
And, what I found was pretty interesting - variation within human UCE loci seems to be
constrained at the locus center, as we would expect, but variation rapidly increases as
we move from the center of UCE loci out into the flanks.
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UCEs to estimate how and when pops. diverged?
Can we estimate demographic parameters?
Do 100s-1000s of UCE loci improve parameters estimates?
And if UCEs were variable at the population level, we wanted to know:
- Can we use UCEs at a shallow level to understand how and when populations diverged?
- Can we use UCE data to study how barriers affect species divergence?
- Can we estimate demographic parameters from UCE data?
- And, does having data from 1000s of UCE loci improve parameter estimates?

• 5 species
• 2 individuals
• 4 localities
• 2,500 UCE loci
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Smith et al. 2013. In review.

So, to test these questions, we collected UCE data from 5 species of neotropical birds
distributed across three biogeographical barriers: (1) the Isthmus of Panama, (2) the
Andes mountains, and (3) the Amazon river.
For each species we sampled two individuals from four localities spanning these three
barriers and from all of the individuals, we enriched the exact same set of 2,500 UCE that
we used to look at ancient bird divergences and understand turtle relationships.
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And after aligning the data from these loci within species, what I found was a pattern
similar to I had seen in the human UCE data:
namely that variation at the center of each UCE locus was relatively constrained, but the
proportion of variable sites increases rapidly as you move from the center to the flanks of
each locus across all individuals.

UCE loci are variable at the
population level
Loci

Proportion
UCE loci
Kbp
polymorphic
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Smith, et al. 2013. In review.

More specifically, looking across all of the loci we enriched and the massive amount of data
that we pulled down for each species - between 50 and 80% of individual UCE loci were
variable, and the variable UCE loci contained an average of 2 to 3 variable sites per
locus.
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Smith et al. 2013. In review.

Next, we generated species trees using Star-BEAST for each of the species using a subset
of the loci to show that the UCE data resolve the relationships between populations with
high confidence...
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and the UCE results are confirmed by a separate analyses of mitochondrial cytB data that
we collected from the same samples.

*BEAST results are similar across
populations
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We also estimated a number of population-level parameters, including divergence times
for each divergence event in each species, and we compared those results to estimates
from mtDNA.
By increasing the number of loci used in the analysis, the UCE data greatly decreased the
variance in divergence time estimates relative to those generated from mitochondrial
data.
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And when you look across populations - you can start to see that the decrease in the
variance of estimates is really useful.
In this case, we’re able to discern a pretty substantial difference in divergence time
estimates of canopy species, which diverged more recently, relative to understory species,
which have older divergences...
But, if we consider only the mtDNA results, these differences are much harder to detect

UCEs improve parameter estimation
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Part 5. Can UCEs answer questions at
the individual level?
(pilot data)

So now I’ve shown you that UCEs work across divergent taxa and at both deep and
shallow evolutionary time scales....
the next question I had was whether or not these loci work at the shallowest of scales between individuals within populations.

Heterozygosity, Allele freq. dist., etc.

Parentage, relatedness, etc.

Can UCE data estimate variation within populations?
Can UCE data estimate individual relationships?
Are UCEs good population genetic markers?
Specifically, I wanted to know:
- can we use UCE data to get a picture of genetic variation among individuals within
populations?
- and, do UCE data tell us something about the relationships between individuals within
populations?
More generally, I wanted to assess whether or not UCEs are likely to be good population
genetic markers.

Are UCEs variable at the
individual level?

Parent-Offspring (and full-sib) relationships represent the
smallest unit of divergence
Parent-Offspring relationships should also follow Mendelian
inheritance
And, if you think about a population of individuals, then the closest relationships within
populations (outside of identical twins) are either between parents and their offspring or
full siblings.
So, if you want to assess the variability of a given marker type at the individual level then a reasonable way to get started is to determine whether or not there is variability of
that marker among family members.
Using family members provides the added benefit that genotypes of parents and offspring
should follow Mendelian inheritance patterns - so you can check your variant calls to
ensure they’re “real”.

2 known families
Validated by microsatellites
1 family with EPP offspring
1 family monogamous pairing

Blue-footed Boobies
(Sula nebouxii)

2 adults
2 offspring

2 adults
1 offspring
EPP

Eastern Bluebirds
(Sialia sialis)

2 adults
4 offspring

2 adults
1 offspring
EPP

So, with that in mind, i designed a small experiment where I used existing microsatellite
data to select several family groups of two different bird species - blue-footed boobies and
eastern bluebirds.
I selected one family group having offspring from a monogamous pairing and one family
group with offspring from an extra-pair mating. The goal of selecting 2 different types of
families was to validate that any SNPs that i found were “real”
- offspring from the monogamous pairing should have few Mendelian violations
- offspring from the extra-pair mating should have many

Are UCEs variable at the
individual level?

Blue-footed Boobies

Eastern Bluebirds

Enriched 5,500 UCE loci
Assembled reference contigs by population
Called and analyzed SNPs in pops. and families
w/ BWA+GATK
From all members of two families of each of two bird species, I enriched a set of about
5,000 UCE loci (which included the original 2,500 that I used for turtles and birds)
I sequenced the data on an Illumina HiSeq, I generated reference contigs for each UCE
locus at the population level, and I called SNP genotypes at the population and family
levels with BWA and GATK.

UCEs are variable at the
population level

UCE contigs
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4,329

avg. length

731 bp

avg. length

611 bp

> Q30 SNPs

2,216

> Q30 SNPs

9,636
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Variable
UCE loci

3,520
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And, similar to the results from the previous study - i found a large amount of variation at
the population level from approximately 7 individuals sampled from each population
Across roughly 4,400 UCE loci there were about 2000 SNPs in blue-footed boobies and 9000
SNPs in eastern bluebirds.
And approximately 1,500 UCE loci were variable in boobies while 3,500 UCE loci were
variable in bluebirds.

UCEs are variable at the
individual level

2 adults
2 offspring
2,064
0* ; 0*

2 adults
1 offspring
EPP
1,977
164

SNPs
Errors

2 adults
3 offspring

2 adults
1 offspring
EPP

9,636
2 ;0 ;0

8,962
1,451

* vs. male only due to lab screwup
When I separated the population level data out into families - the two booby families
shared about 2000 SNPs each, and the two bluebird families shared about 9000 SNPs
each.
In the boobies and against only the male parent, there were zero Mendelian violations for
each offspring from the monogamous pairing and 164 for the EPP offspring.
In bluebirds, there were 2, 0, and 0 Mendelian violations in the monogamous pairing and
1,451 in the extra-pair family.
And these results suggest not only that UCEs are variable at the individual level, but that they
accurately reflect the very shallow relationships between individuals.

Conclusions
UCEs are a universal genetic marker
UCEs encode evolutionary history
We can capture lots of UCE data efficiently
UCEs address long-standing evolutionary questions
UCEs inform population-level questions
UCEs are useful for individual-level questions

So what I’ve shown you that UCEs are a universal genetic marker, that UCEs encode
evolutionary history, that we can capture UCE data, that UCE data help to answer deeptime evolutionary questions, that we can use UCEs to understand how and when
populations diverged, and that UCEs are very likely to be good markers for population
genetic questions.

Conclusions
Universal across taxonomic groups
Informative at different times
Abundant throughout genome
Efficient to collect
Time

Species level

Population level

Individual level

And, at a higher level, the work that we’re doing with UCE’s is similar to targeted enrichment
approaches for other types of conserved loci - namely, these techniques provide us the
ability to collect data that are
- Universal across taxonomic groups,
- Informative at different time scales
- Abundant through the genome
- Efficient to collect

Time

Species level

Population level

Individual level

Universal across taxonomic groups
Informative at different times
Abundant throughout genome
Efficient to collect
Useful with available tissues
And, at a higher level, the work that we’re doing with UCE’s is similar to targeted enrichment
approaches for other types of conserved loci - namely, these techniques provide us the
ability to collect data that are
- Universal across taxonomic groups,
- Informative at different time scales
- Abundant through the genome
- Efficient to collect
- Useful with available tissue types
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UCE talks and slides

Why not RAD-seq
(and variations)
• Great at population level
• Good across shallow divergences
• Poor for deep divergences

(Baird et al. PLOSOne 2008)

(Rubin et al. 2012 PLOSOne)

(Rubin et al. 2012 PLOSOne)

Baird, et al. 2008. Rapid SNP discovery and genetic mapping using sequenced RAD markers. PLoSOne 3:e3376
Rubin, et al. 2012. Inferring phylogenies from RAD sequence data. PLoSOne 7:e33394
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We are/were marker limited
+
We are/were data constrained
Many studies suffer

Or, to put it another way - using traditional techniques like PCR with degenerate primers,
we’re often marker-limited and data-constrained... and as a result, many phylogenetic
studies suffer in terms of the taxa sampled, the number of loci interrogated, or the statistical
robustness of our results.

